
C/i are mid-upper bass nonlinearity and the 
aforementioned lack of inner detailing— 
primarily evident in the midrange. The mid-
and upper bass are largely neutral—neither 
overly warm nor thin—but with a trace of 
lumpiness in what appeared to be certain nar-
row, limited frequency bands on recordings 
that tend to generate sufficient energy in 
those regions. The problem tended to be 
greater with analog LP than with CD, perhaps 
because CD, in general, generates less upper-

bass warmth.3 
This is an area of loudspeaker performance 

that tends to be highly room- and position-
dependent. I experimented with placement 
and found that with both the loudspeakers 

and the listener well away from the walls, the 
problem was significantly reduced. But so 
was the deep bass. The out-in-the-room 
location resulted, of necessity, in facing the 
speakers along the longer room dimension, 
preventing the use of the long-wall location 
recommended by Snell. The overall sound in 
the new location was both drier and thinner. 

I ultimately preferred the original, long-wall 
position; though it places the listener closer 
to the rear wall than the theoretical optimum, 
I felt that, despite occasional midbass irregu-
larities, this positioning provided the best 

overall sound. 
The C/i used to have a rear-mounted switch 

for control of midbass level. In my early 
samples, it didn't help—if anything, it made 

matters worse. My measurements indicated 
an actual increase of about 2dB from 200 to 

400Hz with the switch in the decrease posi-
tion; I know the switch positions weren't 
reversed because I had on hand an earlier pair 
of review samples (without the switch), which 

I used as a benchmark against which I com-
pared the newer units. Current production 

omits this switch. 
As for the deep-bass response of the C /is, 

I found it to be exceptional. I have no doubt 
that my preferred setup and listening location 
helped the low bass significantly; it has done 
so with other loudspeakers. But I also have 
no doubt that the Type C/i must share a great 
deal of the credit. I found myself listening to 

more organ recordings than I normally do; I 

3 I found the Type Cil, in general, to be compatible with the 
sound of good CDs. You ma) ignore this remark if you con-
sider it a contradiction in terms 

can recommend these loudspeakers whole-
heartedly to organ-music lovers who don't 
want to get involved with subwoofers or 
overly large full-range loudspeakers. While 
the best subwoofers are still superior in sheer 
shake-the-walls capability, I suspect that very 

few owners of the Type C/i will feel the need 
for more deep bass. The astute will, at this 

point, ask "yes, but organ music lacks bass 
transients," to which I can only add that per-
cussive bass was also superb. Dafos and Kodo, 

both rapidly advancing toward audiophile 
warhorse status, were hair-raising through 

the C /is. 
The dynamic range of the C/i is excellent. It 

isn't designed to play at ear-shattering levels, 
and cannot match the volume or dynamic-

range capabilities of the ProAc Studio 3 (which 
is the best conventional dynamic loudspeaker 

of reasonable size that I have heard with 
respect to those characteristics). But it will 
play comfortably at "you-need-to-shout-to-

be-heard," antisocial levels. More important, 
it doesn't have to be played at such levels to 
come alive, and its overall dynamic range is 

both natural and believable. 
Throughout the vital midrange I found the 

Type C/i to be respectably transparent, but, as 
previously stated, I felt that it fell short of the 
best with respect to inner detail. The unas-
suming 5 ", untreated paper cone, midrange 

driver of the C/i doesn't achieve miracles, but 
its overall balance, linearity, and rendition of 
instrumental and vocal timbres are hard to 

fault. Though it leans a bit toward the "audio-
phile speaker" perspective—that is, slightly 
recessed—and while nothing ever seems to 

jump out at you and demand to be heard, the 
sound can be appropriately gutsy when called 

for. Properly recorded brass, in particular, has 
appropriate heft, though less than I hear from 

the ProAc Studio 3s; reproduction of voice 
doesn't have an up-front, in-the-room quality, 
but it's neutral, open, and free of identifiable 

colorations. 
I consider the high-frequency response of 

the Type C/i to be one of its finest attributes. 
There's nothing unusual about the high-
frequency drivers used in the C/i. They are, in 

fact, conventional, rather inexpensive dome 
units used extensively by other manufac-

turers. There are other dome drivers around 
that offer more detail, snap, and obvious 
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